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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Predict NFP Contest

NFP
2022

Sign up for Lirunex live account to participate in the contest.

No deposit or trading is required.

Fill out the form to predict the “NFP Figure“.

You can only predict once per contest and cannot change it later.

Winner(s) will be notified by email via marketing@lirunex.com

Ensure to reply within 1 week from the date was received, otherwise deemed disqualified.

Earn a Gold Bar or Cash into your live account.

Participants who guess the number precisely will be rewarded.
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The contest will be held from the website: https://lirunexmarkets.com/predict-nfp-contest until 21:30 in GMT+8 on 

the day of the NFP announcement.

Each contest is available for ONE (1)-time eligibility per client.

The winners will get selected from the closest accuracy of the submitted prediction to the exact result.

Participants who correctly estimate the closest price range of the selected instrument will receive a 2.0g gold bar 

(First prize) as a reward.

The prize pools are as follow:

1st Prize = 2.0g Gold Bar

2nd Prize = 1.5g Gold Bar

3rd Prize = 1.0g Gold Bar

Consolation Prize = Cash $10 x 10

The rewards (Prize or credit) will be shipped/rewarded to the winner’s account within 30 days after the contest 

ends.

Contest enrollment must be made by submitting the NFP Figure Form to be entitled.

Clients need to ensure all the information submitted for enrollment are true and accurate to account details.

The client can only submit ONE (1)-time prediction per contest and cannot change it later.

All applicants are compulsory to have ONE (1) live trading account before enrollment.

Fake MT4 accounts, or deleting/modifying comments, or any other manipulations are not allowed and will be 

subjected to forfeiture if found.

If your MT4 account holder name doesn’t match the name of your Lirunex account, you are disqualified.

The winner will be announced on the first Friday of every month by 15:31 (MT4 server time GMT+3)

The winner will be notified by email (via marketing@lirunex.com) and will be given instructions on how to claim 

their prize. (the email address that you signed up with LIRUNEX LIMITED).

The rewards are NOT transferable, non-refundable and non-exchangeable for cash.

LIRUNEX LIMITED reserves the right to disqualify any Participant who is suspected of violating the Contest 

terms and conditions.

LIRUNEX LIMITED reserves the right to amend or forfeit the Contest at any time.

Ensure to reply to the email within ONE (1) week from the date email was received, otherwise deemed 

disqualified. If you do not see the email in your inbox, please check your junk or spam mail folder.
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